
Homescapes

**About Homescapes**

Homescapes is a successful game for smartphones and tablets which combines the popular

match-3 games with exciting stories about the mansion of Austin the butler. 

In Homescapes you become an interior designer. You have to help Austin the butler to renovate

his family’s mansion. Solve numerous match-3 levels, in order to unlock new rooms, furniture or

decorations. You can furnish and embellish the mansion just the way you want. You can also

discover countless secrets about the history of the mansion during the game. You cannot only

follow the game characters but also invite your Facebook friends to your mansion.

**Homescapes – how does it work?**

-	Renovate, design and decorate: In Homescapes you help Austin the butler to renovate his

family’s mansion. In order to unlock new rooms, furniture or decorations, you first have to solve

match-3 levels. In these levels you have to swap and match pieces. Since solving the levels can be

very difficult, you can also use special boosters or power-ups. The design of the mansion is

completely up to you: Choose the right decoration on your own and design rooms just the way you

want. 

-	Discover the history of the mansion: Homescapes is not only about renovating the family’s

mansion, but also about discovering the history of the mansion. Between the levels short

sequences about the history of the mansion are presented. Here you can also reveal some secrets

of the old mansion. 

-	Develop relationships: Homescapes does not only impress with exciting stories but also with

many lovingly designed characters. Discover many game characters, follow them in Homescapes’

very own social network and be always well informed about their exciting life. You can also

connect Homescapes with your Facebook account so that you can also invite your Facebook

friends to your mansion. In order that you are not all alone in the mansion, a pet bears company to

you. 

Conclusion: Homescapes combines the popular match-3 games with exciting stories. Since the

players get involved in the game and get rewards for solving match-3 levels directly, the game is

highly addictive. 


